
A signage initiative by Helen Weselcouch



CHALLENGE:

 The New School is legendary for its status as one of the 
most liberal and progressive universities in the world. For years, 
the university has been at the forefront of social innovation and 
has worked to inspire its students to bring positive change to 
both New York City and the world and with new ecological 
initiatives taking this world by storm, the New School needs to 
set up a system of informational signs to instruct and encourage 
the community in practicing responsible, sustainable behaviors 
that can effectively reduce energy consumption.



SIGNAGE TOPICS:

FILL IT UP

TURN OFF THE TAP!

BYOMug

RECYCLE BATTERIES

DID YOU REALLY NEED TO PRINT THAT?

TAKE THE STAIRS



FILL IT UP

It’s no secret that the 
sale of bottled water 
is banned on campus 
because of their pet-
rochemicals that sit in 
landfills. By installing 
water bottle filling sta-
tions, the New School 
is providing ice cold tap 
water that encourages 
the use of reusable wa-
ter bottles. This water 
bottle info graphic sym-
bolizes the location of a 
water bottle filling sta-
tion on campus. 

BYOMug

Coffee cups make up a 
large amount of the trash 
at the New School. They 
go directly into landfills 
where their plastic lin-
ings sit for ages. New 
School on campus cafes 
offer discounts on drinks 
when students and fac-
ulty bring their own con-
tainers which saves you 
money, saves the envi-
ronment and keeps your 
coffee hotter for longer! 
This sign shows where 
mugs can be used at 
campus cafes.

TURN OFF 
THE TAP!

Water is a precious nat-
ural resource that re-
quires a large amount 
of energy to treat, heat 
and transport to faucets. 
With faucets everywhere 
around campus, the cost 
drippy faucets can really 
add up over time. Even 
though it may seem in-
significant, turning off a 
leaky faucet can make a 
big difference. This icon 
will serve as a reminder 
to turn off the tap if you 
see it dripping!



RECYCLE YOUR 

BATTERIES

Batteries contain ex-
tremely hazardous ma-
terials that can leak into 
landfills and contaminate 
soil. Unhealthy soil leads 
to unhealthy plants which 
leads to an unhealthy en-
vironment so save the 
planet by recycling your 
batteries instead of toss-
ing them out.  Every 
uses batteries, and most 
people don’t realize they 
need to be recycled! This 
graphic symbolizes the 
location of a battery re-
cycling bin on campus. 

TAKE THE STAIRS

Elevators are heavy, thus 
requiring a lot of energy 
to operate. Taking the 
stairs can save you a ton 
of time while gradually 
reducing electricity usage. 
The best part is that tak-
ing the stairs is not only 
a healthy choice for the 
environment, it’s a healthy 
choice for you! Climbing 
any amount of stairs, from 
one story to twelve, gets 
your heart pumping and 
can increase blood flow 
which leads to a more 
alert mind and body!

DID YOU REALLY 
NEED TO PRINT 

THAT?

Paper is a valuable re-
source that takes a ton 
of energy to produce 
and transport. Off all the 
trash at the New School, 
30% of it is paper that 
can easily be conserved 
and recycled. This icon is 
designed to remind stu-
dents and faculty of this 
fact while their in a print-
ing lab and encourage 
them to consider wheth-
er a hard copy is essential. 
It also encourages print-
ing double sided, which 
reduces printing by half.



D
ID

 YO
U REALLY NEED TO PRINT TH

AT?

Did you know that for every 100 lbs. of trash at the New School, 35 

lbs. are paper that fill up 40% of American landfills and can leak harmful 
chemicals into the earth? Do your part by printing double sided 

and making sure that you recycle paper correctly. Another great idea is 

to buy eTextbooks as more and more are becoming available online. 



BYOMug

Did you know that most of the trash at the New School comes 

from coffee cups? These cups use tons of energy to produce and sit in 
landfills for years because of their plastic lining. The New School cafes 

offer a discount when you bring your own mug so doing so 

is not only good for the environment, it’s good for you.



Did you know that batteries contain extremely hazardous 

materials that can leak into landfills and contaminate soil? 
Unhealthy soil leads to unhealthy plants which leads to an un-
healthy environment so save the planet by remember-

ing to recycle your batteries instead of tossing them out.

REC
YCLE YOUR BATTERIES!



Did you know that the sale of bottled water is banned on 

campus because of their petrochemicals that sit in landfills? 
Here is some ice cold tap water for you to fill up your re-
usable water bottle with. Once you do so, you’ll be one 

step closer to saving the planet, and hydrating your body. 

FILL IT UP



FILL IT UP MYOMug
RECYCLE YOUR 

BATTERIES
DID YOU REALLY 

NEED TO PRINT THAT?
TAKE THE 

STAIRS
TURN OFF THE 

TAP



MOCK UPS

The following images are mock ups of the in-
formational posters in place.  The posters will 
be built to last, but not out of non recyclable 
materiels. A matte print job mounted to a thick 
biodegradeable cardboard will get the job done.  








